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A finite difference equation for the straight menage numbers (that is, the number of 
permutations on n letters such that letter i appears in neither position i, 1 s i 6 n, nor in 
position (i - l), 1 < i 6 n) is derived. The derivation is combinatorial in nature, using a series 
of bijections. Also it is proved that generalized menage numbers satisfy a finite recursion with 
polynomial coefficients. 
1. Introduction 
There are two themes brought together in the present paper. First there is the 
classical subject of permutations with restricted positions, especially the menage 
numbers and their generalizations. (We shall give definitions in a moment.) 
Second there is the notion of P-recursive sequences, a natural and important 
concept identified and discussed by Stanley [12], and studied recently [2,9, 14,151 
by several authors. 
Our work began with the goal of giving a combinatorial bijection establishing 
Eq. (1) below, a finite recursion for the straight menage numbers. It was natural 
to seek a similar recursion for the generalized menage numbers; despite the 
abundant literature on these numbers, the existence of such equations does not 
appear to have been studied. 
With the usual menage numbers as the 2-menage sequence, we have shown 
that the 3-menage sequence is P-recursive, but have been unable to resolve the 
k-menage sequence for k 3 4. This is somewhat reminiscent of the problem (4d) 
in [12]. The sequences H,(r) (respectively Z,(r)), counting the number of n x IZ 
matrices (respectively, symmetric matrices) of non-negative integers such that 
every row and column sums to r, were known to be P-recursive for r s 2, but 
r = 3 was reported as open. The sequence J,(r) enumerating IZ x IZ symmetric O-l 
matrices with trace 0 and row sums all r (i.e., labeled r-regular graphs) is shown 
by Read [7,8] to be P-recursive for r = 3, using a ‘laborious computation’. A 
similar but simpler proof is given in [16]. In [9] another rather laborious argument 
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shows that J,,(4) is P-recursive. Goulden et al. [17] rederived these results for 
J,(3) and J,(4) and showed the P-recursiveness of H,(3), using a new method 
called the Hammond series. Our proof for the 3-menage numbers is also a 
lengthy computation, so much so that we do not bother to write down the final, 
actual recursion. Unfortunately the methods of [17], which seem to yield more 
straightforward labor, do not seem to apply here. 
2. Definitions and statements of results 
The k-menage numbers, UE, count the permutations u of {1,2, . . . , n} such 
that a(i) is not congruent to any of i, i + 1, . . . , i + k - 1 (mod n). That is, Uf: 
counts how many ways a (k + 1)st permutation may be added to the rectangular 
array 
n’ 
n 1 
n12 ..a k+l, 
without creating a repetition in any column. The straight menage numbers Vt 
count those permutations o of (1, 2, . . . , n} such that a(i) is not congruent to 
any of i, i + 1, . . . , min(i + k - 1, n) (mod n). We use ZJ,, and V, for the usual 
menage numbers, .CJz and Vi. 
Using the terminology set forth in [12] we say that a sequence a,,, n 2 0 is 
P-recursive provided there exist finitely many polynomials p,,(n), 
PI(n)> * . . , pd(n) such that 
P&bn =&)a”-1 +p*(nkL, + * * * +pd(n)a,-,, 
for all sufficiently large n. The term ‘D-finite’, for differentiably finite, is used to 
describe the ordinary generating function of a P-recursive sequence a,. The 
salient computability property of a P-recursive sequence is not just that the 
sequence is effectively computable, but over a finite field, or with finite-precision 
floating point arithmetic, the finite initial segments of the sequence 
a17 a2,. . . , &, can be calculated with a fixed and finite amount of memory, 
independent of n, and the computation time for the first n members of the 
sequence is O(n). 
With these definitions in mind, we now state three theorems. 
Theorem 1. 
v, = (n - l)(Vn_r + V,_,) + Q-3. 
Thus, V, is a P-recursive sequence. 
(1) 
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Theorem 2. Vz is a P-recursive sequence. 
Theorem 3. For fixed k, let Pz, n 2 0, be the number of ways to select a set of l’s, 
no two in the same row or column, from the n x n O-l matrix having 1 exactly in 
those positions (i, j) such that i s j c i + k - 1, 1 s i, j s n. Then P: is a 
P-recursive sequence. 
Equation (1) is not new, but our method of proof, combinatorial is nature, is. 
Moreover, this method leads to the other two theorems. We take this opportunity 
to thank D. Zeilberger for showing Eq. (1) to us and asking for a combinatorial 
proof. Also, we mention his interesting observation that except for the rightmost 
term Vn--3, the formula is identical to that for the derangement numbers. 
(Derangement numbers are l-menage numbers.) 
3. Remarks on the m&age numbers 
The study of the numbers U,, has an interesting history, given in [4], and 
including such mathematicians as Cauchy, Tait, Cayley, Muir, Lucas, Touchard, 
Kaplansky, and Riordan. 
A formula for U, is the following: 
17, = n! + izI (-l)iF (2ni-_iI- ‘)(n - i)!. (2) 
The standard derivation of this formula is by means of inclusion-exclusion, and 
proofs are given in, for example, [3,10,11]. It is also known that the sequence U,, 
satisfies each of the following finite difference equations: 
(n - 2)Un = n(n - 2)Un-1 + nU,_,+ 4(-l)n+1, (3) 
U, = nU,_, + ~IY,_~ - (n - 4)U,_3 - U,_,. (4) 
These may be derived starting from (2), as in [3, p. 141, or by studying the hit 
polynomial of certain chessboard configurations, as in [lo, p. 1971. Cayley [l] 
derives an equivalent formulation by algebraic manipulation starting with a 
non-finite recursion for U,, due to Muir [6]. 
Another point of view concerning menage numbers is that they evaluate the 
permanent of certain n X n O-l matrices. In this connection the derangement 
numbers are obtained from matrices whose only zero entries are on the main 
diagonal; the menage numbers also include zeroes at positions (i, i + l), while the 
3-menage numbers include further zeroes at (i, i + 2). For a related study in 
which finite difference equations for permanents of this shape, but with zeroes 
and ones interchanged, are found, see [5]. (The latter numbers evaluate the hit 
polynomials at the value 1.) Theorem 3 came about in considering permanents 
related to Vz. 
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4. Proof of Theorem 1 
We shall think of V, as counting labeled, directed graphs (digraphs) with vertex 
set {1,2,. . . , n}, consisting of cycles having length 2 or greater, and not 
containing the edge i-, i + 1, for 1 =z i < II. This equivalent viewpoint provides for 
easy description of certain bijections. It is convenient to define V$,!), 16 i <n, to 
count the same class of digraphs as V,, except that the edge i+ i + 1 is not 
forbidden. Also, we use vn to count those digraphs in the class counted by V, in 
which the number n is part of a 2-cycle. Thus, 
We now present three lemmas, each of which establishes a bijection. These 
lemmas are then combined, using a (finite!) ‘cut and paste’ procedure to establish 
Eq. (1). 
Lemma 1. V, = V + Cylf VciL n n 1’ 
Proof. Either IZ is part of a 2-cycle, or else IZ may be removed and its cycle 
reclosed to obtain a digraph counted by Vt?,, where i + n is the edge entering n 
in the original digraph. Thus we have associated to such a digraph either a 
member of the class counted by vn, or else an integer i (between 1 and 12 - 2) and 
a digraph in the class counted by V, (i). This association is clearly reversible. 0 
Lemma 2. Vt) = V, + VzIij + Vn-l, where i > 2, and VF_12) is to be interpreted as 
V,_,. Additionally, Vi’) = V, + V,_, + V,_,. 
Proof. Consider a digraph counted by V$) and locate the number i. If edge 
i + i + 1 is not present, the digraph may be viewed as one of those counted by V,. 
There are two cases to consider when edge i+ i + 1 is present. If i and i + 1 are 
in a 2-cycle, removing the 2-cycle and relabeling gives a digraph counted by 
V$I:). Finally, if edge i+ i + 1 appears in a cycle of length ~3, then removing 
i + 1, reclosing its cycle, and relabeling gives a digraph counted by V,_,. The 
second assertion in the lemma may be proved in the same manner. 0 
Lemma 3. Q = V,_, + C?z2 V(‘I’) n 12 n2, 
Proof. Assume n is in a 2-cycle with i, 1 G i C (n - 2). Remove the 2-cycle, and 
relabel the remaining digraph. The (n - 2) summands on the right side of the 
equation corresond to the possible values of i. 0 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1 by giving a series of five equations; 
each is derived from the preceding by one of the above three lemmas and so has a 
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simple combinatorial interpretation. 
n-2 
v, = vn + c v;1, 
i=l 
n-2 n-2 
= v,_, + 2 If;:;) + c v;‘, 
i=2 i=l 
n-2 
= v,_, + c V$Ii) + (K-1 + K-3 + K-2) 
i=2 
n-2 
+ 2 (Vn_, + v$c,‘) + V,_,) 
i=2 
n-2 
= v,_, + c v::;, + (K-1 + I$_, + K-2) 
i=2 
n-2 
+ c (K-1 + K-2) + E-1, 
i=2 
applied with it - 1 for n to CT=;’ VzI:‘; 
= V”_, + v,_, + (If,_, + v,_, + vn-2) 
n-2 
+ c (K-1 + K-2), 
i=2 
applied with IZ - 1 for n to the sum of Cy:; VgI:) ad vn_,. 
The last equation is in fact Eq. (I). EI 
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(by Lemma 1) 
(by Lemma 3) 
(by Lemma 2) 
(by Lemma 3) 
(by Lemma 1) 
5. The proof of Theorem 2 
Let D be a directed graph on the vertices {1,2, . . . , n} such that for each edge 
i+ j, we have i <j. We associate with D the number w(D) of derangements o of 
(172,. . . > n} such that for each i, i-, a(i) is not an arc of D. The straight 
menage numbers V,, for example, are w(D) where D is a path containing IZ 
vertices. 
The quantity w(D) is clearly a certain permanent, but the operations we are 
about to describe are more easily visualized with directed graphs instead of the 
corresponding operations on matrices. If u is an arc of D, we delete u by omitting 
it from D’s arc set; we contract u by identifying its endpoints and removing all 
edges which originate at the origin of u and terminate at the terminus of U; finally 
we explode u by removing its endpoints from D’s vertex set, and removing all 
edges incident to either end of U, including u itself, from D’s arc set. After 
contracting or exploding, the vertices of D are relabeled 1,2, . . . , n - 1 or 
1,2,. . . , n - 2 respectively, preserving order. Let d(D, u), or c(D, u), and 
e(D, u) denote the result of deleting, contracting, and exploding u respectively. 
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We then have the following. 
Lemma 4. Let u be an arc of D. Then, 
w(D) = w(d(D, u)) - w(c(D, u)) - w(e(D, u)). 
Proof. Let us say that u is the edge i-, j. By the same type of arguments used in 
the three lemmas of the preceding section, we partition the permutations o 
counted by w(d(D, u)) into three classes: those with a(i) fj; those with a(i) = j 
and a(j) # i; and those with a(i) = j and a(j) = i. These three classes are seen to 
be counted by w(D), w(c(D, u)), and w(e(D, u)), respectively. q 
Now, the sequence Vz which we wish to show P-recursive is w(A,), where A, 
is the digraph illustrated here for 12 = 7. 
In general, the labeling of all digraphs which we draw will alway be omitted 
from the pictures but is always assumed to proceed from left to right. This 
convention given, arrowheads are omitted from the directed edges in all pictures. 
In addition to A,, for each 12 2 3 we use the following 14n-18 digraphs, whose 
meaning is explained by the comment accompanying the first picture-definition. 
1. I?:‘, 2=sn cn - 1: . .JJ. 
i 
This picture indicates that B, w is obtained from A,, by deleting edges i - 2+ i and i - l-+ i + 1. 
2. Cz),2SiSn-l: ._T c.. 
i 
3. D$), 0 s i c n - 1: 
4. E$),2Si=Sn-1: 
6. G$‘, 1 s i 6 n - 2: 
..jy v 
The right component is always non-empty. 
. ..jy&.. 
.yG . . . 
i 
..yq&. ~ 
i n-l : 
Vertex n is isolated. 
8. I~‘JSiet-1: 
9. J$), 2<i<n: 
10 Ki),2Siin-1: . 
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i 
i-l 
TQQI 
i 
i-l 
. . . . 
i 
11. j$), lSi<n-2: 
i n-l n 
Vertex n is isolated and neither of the other two components is empty. 
12. M~),2SiSn-1: 
i 
Edge n - l+ n is missing. 
13. K, 
14. s,, 
15. Tn, 
16. W$), 1 s i S n - 1: 
17. Z$‘,2CiGn-1: 
A . 
n-l n 
Vertex n is isolated. 
II 
Edge n - 2+ n is missing, S,, = EF-‘). 
n 
Edge n - 1+ II is missing. 
i 
. .._p& . ..Q 
i n-l 
123 
Edge n - 2+ II is missing. 
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We now obtain a series of equations using Lemma 4. Instead of writing w(xc,‘)) 
and w(Y,), we write X!) and Y,, the ambiguity between digraph and number 
being readily resolved by context. Also, for those letters having a superscript as 
part of their definition, say X:) for example, we write X, and mean C x’$), the 
summation extending over the range of i for which the digraph Xt) is defined. 
(The range of i for which each digraph x’,i’ is considered to be defined is 
indicated in the above picture-definitions.) 
The equations will be written in a special order, which is explained later. The 
symbol to the left of the colon is the quantity whose value will be determined by 
the corresponding equation. The numbers left of this symbol serve to show the 
symbol’s value when n = 2 and n = 3. The information on the second line of each 
equation indicates which edge of which digraph plays the role of u in Lemma 4. 
Most of the equations require a summation; those that do use the range of i 
indicated. 
0,l E,: (n-2)A,=E,-J,_1-F,_z 
i--+i+linA,, 2Si<n-1. 
0,l c,: E, = C, -E,_, -A,_* -D,,--2, 
i-l+iinE$), 2Si<n-1, 
0,l B,,: E, = B,, - K,,_, - H,,-2, 
i-2+iinE;), 26icn-1. 
1,0 T,: A,, = T, - A,_1 - An_2, 
n-l-,ninA,. 
1,l R,: T, = R, - T,_, - S,,+ 
n - 2+n in T,. 
1,2 Dn: B,, = D,, -A,, - R, - E,_, -A,_, - Dn-2, 
i-l+iinB:), 2cisn-1. 
0,l M,: E,, = M,, - E,,_, - En_-2 - A,_1 - 2A_2, 
n-l+nin E$), 2ci<n-1. 
0,l G,,: M,, = G,, - M,_, -Z,_, - Rn_-2, 
n-2+ninMz), 2SiSn-2. 
0,l z,: Z,, = G,, - E,,_, -A,_1 - En_-2 - 2A,_2, 
n-l+ninZ$), 2SiCn-1. 
0,l K,,: K,, = G,, - C,_, - B,,_z -An-z, 
i-2*i-linQ,2Si<n-l. 
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1,0 W,,: (n - l)A,, = W, - En_, - 2A,_l- Dn-2 - An-z, 
i+i+linA,, l<iCn-1. 
l,o 1,: J, = T, + K,, - W,_, - B,,_z -An-z - Sn-2, 
i+i+l in J:), 2siGn. 
0,2 z,: 0, - Z, - On-1 - D,,--2 + R, + A, + A,_*, 
i-l-+iinDt), 2<i<n-1. 
0,2 L,: Z,, = L, - Zn_1 - H,,_m2, 
i-2+iinZ$), 2<j<n-1. 
1,2 H,: H,, = L, + R, + A,_1 - On-1 - D,,_2, 
i-l+iinHz), l<icn-1. 
0,l s,: S,, = R, - A,_1 -An-z, 
n-l-,ninS,. 
0,3 F,: Z$, = H, + S,, - B,,_, -A,_, - S,_, - D,,-2 -An-2, 
i+i+l itiF:), lCi<n. 
To these we add one additional equation for A,, = w(A,), also known as Vi. 
To obtain this we make the usual analysis of element n: is it in a 2-cycle with 
vertex i, or is i + IZ in a cycle of size 3 or greater. Hence 
0,O A,,: A, = Bn-* + C,_, + An_-2. 
By using this equation first, to obtain A,,, and then each of the other seventeen 
in the previously given order En, C,, . . . , F,, we have a finite memory computa- 
tional scheme for A,. In fact, each of the seventeen auxiliary variables can be 
eliminated in reverse order to obtain a finite recursion showing that the sequence 
V: = A,, is P-recursive. Cl 
It is worth commenting in more detail on the process of eliminating auxiliary 
variables. Proceeding in reverse order one will reach a point where it is desired to 
make a substitution for, say, D,,, and will have available a formula for some 
expression in D,, say D,, - Dn--2. More generally, suppose one wishes to 
eliminate a variable X,, and has available only an equation for an expression like 
ZJ,(n)X, + P&2)X,_, + * * * + P,(n)X,_, in terms of variables other than X,,. Let 
us refer to the latter expression as 2,. If the equation from which X, is to be 
eliminated contains some other expression in X,, say q,-,(n)X,, + q,(n)X,_, 
+ . . . + qe(n)Xn_,, which we shall call Y,, then to bring about the elimination of 
X, from the latter equation, one needs to find a relation of the form 
r&)2, + r*(n).&_, + . . * + rf(n)Z,-f 
= s&l) * Y, + s&) . y,_1+ * * * + sg(n)Y”_g. 
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That such a relation can always be found can be seen by an elementary 
dimension argument in linear algebra. 
Alternatively, one may formulate a method of auxiliary variable elimination 
utilizing generating functions. At this time we leave further discussion of these 
two methods to a later publication. 
We remark that the above equations have been verified in the sense that the 
resulting sequence A, agrees with a computation of the sequence Vi carried out 
in an independent manner (described in Section 6) through IZ = 60. 
6. Proof of Theorem 3 
The calculation of Vi via the principle of inclusion-exclusion yields the 
formula 
v; = $0 (-l)%(n, k)(n -k)!. (5) 
Here, d(n, k) is the number of ways to place k of the numbers 1,2, . . . , n into 
forbidden positions of the permutation u, and of course (n - k)! counts the ways 
to complete CJ so that it will have at least the k errors introduced by the first 
placement. Expressed another way, d(n, k) counts how many ways to choose k 
X’s, no two from the same row or column, out of the n x rz array 
By considering the four possibilities of choosing no X, the first, the second, or 
the third X from row 1, we obtain 
d(n, k) = d(n - 1, k) + d(n - 1, k - 1) + e(n - 1, k - 1) +f(n - 1, k - l), 
in which e(n, k) and f(n, k) have a meaning entirely similar to that of d(n, k), 
except that the selections are made from the two arrays: 
DXX 
xxx 
. . . 
xxx 
xx 
. -T 
and 
rx 0 x 
oxx 
. . . 
xxx 
xx 
X 
respectively. In the above two arrays the symbol ‘0’ has been used to indicate a 
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location filled by an X in the array of d’s definition. By considering the three 
possibilities for how the first row of either the e or f array is treated, and the two 
possibilities for the g array, one finds with similar reasoning: 
e(n, k) = d(n - 1, k) + e(n - 1, k - 1) +f(n - 1, k - l), 
f(n, k) = e(n - 1, k) + e(n - 1, k - 1) +g(n - 1, k - l), 
g(n,k)=e(n-l,k)+g(n-l,k-1). 
The numbers g(n, k) are counting how to select k X’s (with the usual no two in 
the same row or column restriction) from the array 
I 
_ 
00x 
oxx 
xxx 
. . . 
xxx 
xx 
X. 
We now have a ‘closed system’; no further arrays need be defined in order to 
have a convenient computational scheme for the evaluation of the numbers 
d(n, k). Thus, the d’s, e’s, f’s, and g’s may be calculated one row at a time with 
only enough memory to remember one row back of each. Also, the computation 
time is O(1) for each number calculated. We have not found a way to utilize this 
‘vector’ version of P-recursiveness plus Eq. (5) to derive the P-recursiveness of 
Vi in a manner that might generalize to Vt. 
However, the idea could prove useful in future attacks on the problem. Here is 
another observation of potential value. Considering the polynomials d,(x) = 
C d(n, k)X“, e,(x), L(x), and g,(x), (that is, the hit polynomials), one may 
record the above system of equations as a matrix equation: 
By using the fact that the matrix must satisfy its characteristic equation, we find 
that 
(~(12, k) = a(n - 1, k) + 3n(n - 1, k - 1) - 2a(n - 2, k - 2) 
- cu(n - 3, k - 3) - cu(n - 3, k - 2) + cu(n - 4, k - 4), 
where (Y may be any one of d, e, for g. Summing the last equation on k, we have 
shown that certain sequences enumerating the ways of selecting a set of l’s from 
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certain O-l matrices are P-recursive, and we have a reasonable way to obtain their 
common recursion. The permanents of these matrices are in fact the ‘straight’ 
version of the cyclic permanents treated in [5]. 
The fact that the above matrices arose in connection with the Vz sequence is 
not essential to the argument. That is, we could carry out a similar procedure for 
matrices associated with the Vk sequence. Namely, start with the matrix that has 
k l’s followed by n - k O’s on the first row, one 0 followed by k l’s followed by 
n - k - 1 O’s on the second row, and so forth. Let us call these matrices P,“. Now 
the auxiliary arrays which arise are always missing some l’s but only in the upper 
(k - 1) x (k - 1) corner of the matrix. Thus, there can be no more than 2(k-*)(k-1) 
auxiliary arrays that arise before the system is again closed. Each equation that is 
derived in the system expresses a quantity cu(n, k) in terms of quantities 
/3(n - 1, j) with j G k. Then each of the sequences Ck (Y(IZ, k) satisfys the same 
recursion, which can be found by the above characteristic equation method. Cl 
7. Computations 
The following numbers were obtained by using the computational schemes of 
Sections 5 and 6, independently of each other. 
n V;: 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1.5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
1 
c 
3; 
236 
1918 
17440 
175649 
1942171 
23396353 
305055960 
4280721564 
64330087888 
1030831875953 
17545848553729 
316150872317105 
6012076099604308 
120330082937778554 
8, Later developments 
Shortly after presenting this paper at the Oberwolfach Conference on the 
Combinatorics of Ordered Sets (February, 1985), I had the opportunity to discuss 
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it with Professor Richard Stanley. Stanley proved the following general result: 
[I81 
“Let S = {aI, . . . , ak} be a fixed finite set of integers. Define Us(n) to 
be the number of permutations u of (1, 2, . . . , n} such that u(i) is not 
congruent to any of i + al, i + u2, . . . , i + uk (mod n). Similarly, V,(n) 
denotes the number of permutations u of { 1,2, . . . , n} such that a(i) is 
not equal to any of i + aI, i + u2, . . . , i + uk. Then, both of the 
sequences Us(n) and V,(n) are P-recursive.” 
Note that the k-menage numbers Uf: and the straight k-menage numbers V,” 
defined in the present paper correspond to taking S to be the set (0, 1, . . . , k - l} 
in the above more general setting. 
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